Abstract. Foreign Object Debris (FOD) has severely injured airport or airline personnel or damaged equipment in airports. However, echoes from runway and lawn are much stronger than that from FOD. Thus efficient detection methods are based on the reasonable clutter model and precise scattering coefficient. This paper improves Kulemin models to describe the backscatter coefficients more exactly. First of all, the runway and lawn are divided into scattering cells. Employing Ulaby's test data of these two terrains, we modify Kulemin models by Least Square (LS) fitting. Simulations show that if CNR=-20dB, the mean square errors (MSE) of runway and lawn models are both less than -38dB when the grazing angle is increasing from 0.5647° to 2.9647° , which conforms to the actual situation of FOD detection in airport.
Introduction
According to statistics from the authoritative analysis company in UK, more than 70 thousand accidents are caused by FOD in hundreds of airports around the world [1, 2] . FOD detection systems are employed to detect foreign objects on runway to make sure planes take off and land safely. The most widely used systems are introduced as follow [3] : Tarsier system by Qinetiq, FODetect by Xsight, iFerret Stratech and FODFinder by Trex Enterprise. Except for iFerret in which optical devices are adopted, millimeter wave (MMV) radars are generally used. Optical devices would been weakened by the poor visibility in severe weather. Comparatively speaking, MMW radars are available in rain, snow, haze or fog and perform well even at night. For instance, COBRBA-220 [4, 5] , the experimental system working at the ultra-wide band, could reach a resolution of 1.8 centimeter. It is expected to detect most kind of FOD theoretically. To sum up, MMW radars have a potential of high resolution to detect small targets on runway, provided that restrain the clutter.
Clutter from background is much stronger than that from FOD so it would interference with FOD detection radars. Thus the study of FOD detection technology is based on the reasonable clutter modeling. The models of ground clutter are classified as scattering mechanism models [6] , nonlinear models [7, 8] , and statistical models [9] [10] [11] . Among them, scattering mechanism models focus on the generation mechanism of clutter on basis of electromagnetic scattering theory. Supported by them, the backscatter coefficient of each clutter cell can be estimated.
Grazing angle, the terrain type, polarization mode and wave frequency have significant influence on the backscatter coefficients [12] . Empirical models are employed to describe the relations between such factors and the model parameters. The most common empirical models include the Lincoln Lab model [13, 14] , Ulaby's model [15] , Kulemin models [16, 17] and so on. Lincoln Lab established forty two stations to collect data in five different bands. However, their backscatter coefficients were average values of different polarizations which were not exact. F. T. Ulaby published his test data and classified models by nine terrain types. Comparing with Kulemin models, Ulaby's were complicated containing six uncertain parameters in each type.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section Two involves the LS fitting of two Kulemin models. In Section Three, the scattering cell segmentation is presented thus we could calculate the Radar Cross-Section (RCS) of each cell more exactly. Conclusions are drawn by simulations in Section Four.
The Improved Kulemin Models
In 1980s, Ulaby published his test results in [17] (Table 1, 2) . He established a six-parameter model and determined the parameters according to measurement data of different terrains (concrete surface, lawn, snowfield, soil land et al) Considering the high frequency of MMW radar and small grazing angle in FOD detection, Kulemin established another simple model containing only three parameters as Equation (1) (1) where the unit of frequency is GHz and the grazing angle is recorded in degree. The parameters , , take values based on different terrain types. In airport, they are assured as 
Then put the results into Equation (3) as
thus the fitting curve of runway is derived as Equation (6) 28.80 60.23 or 28.80 60.23 (6) In the similar way, the modified model of lawn are given by Equation (7):
23.48 or ξ 9.26logψ 23.48
The Scattering Cell Dividing
The following research is based on this assumption: the main beam concentrates almost all the radar energy on the irradiation area, which covers both runway and lawn. Actually, it can be realized by beamforming. Hence we divide the irradiation area into scattering cells as follow. Shown as Figure 1 , y ranges from to . This range is divided into equal stripes and each width is . Similarly, each stripe includes 2 grids sized at . Combined with the backscattering coefficients of each grid (determined by their terrain, runway or lawn), their RCS can be calculated. Thus the grids are called scattering cells whose center coordinates are , , where , ⋯ ,0, ⋯ , , 1, ⋯ , . The more cells we divide, the more exactly we calculate RCS (under the acceptable calculation amount). On account of the symmetry, the following discussion can be expanded on the half where 0, ⋯ , . The area of each cell is , . is independent of and . Thus the RCS of a cell located at , is provided as
The clutter to noise ratio (CNR) is depicted as Equation (9), where the factors including peak power of transmitting , pulse width , transmitting gain , receiving gain , wave length , system loss and noise power of the receiver are considered.
Given by the power of white Gaussian noise , the complex amplitude of clutter , satisfies
Simulations and Discussion
Based on the previous analyses, parameters configuration for simulation are shown in Table 4 and 5. . Similarly, the cell number 2 in each stripe is counted up by both and the stripe length as we can see in Figure 2 . The backscatter coefficient of per cell is given in Figure 3 (a) taking no account of the ground fluctuation. In practice, the ground clutter is always non-Gaussian and has long-tailed distribution, so Log-normal distribution is prefered to describe the clutter amplitude. In Figure 3 (b), we simulate a Log-normal distributed sequence. Such a conclusion is reached referring Figure 3 (a): with the grazing angle increasing from 0.5647° to 2.9647°, , almost depends on because ≪ . The average value of clutter amplitude relates to directly. As analysed, we compare the traditional and the modified Kulemin models by simulation in Figure 4 (a). When CNR=-20dB, the modified models do not change the trends of empirical models but raise by about 4dB within the range of 0.5647° 2.9647°. In addition, Figure 4 (b) evaluates the fitting performance by MSE which of both runway and lawn are less than -38dB. However, Ulaby's data covers only grazing angles more than 10°. It makes the fitting curves less credible. Notwithstanding the limitation, this study does suggest a method taking advantage of accuracy and reasonability in most cases. On one hand, less parameters simplify the models, on the other, it puts forward an improvement for exact models in any condition. We expect that if the test data of backscattering coefficient in low grazing is achieved, the modified Kulemin models would be more precise for FOD detection.
Summary
FOD detection has received much attention in recent years. In essence, it is a challenging detection in extremely low SCR. Therefore the accurate and reasonable clutter modelling plays as the precondition. Except for the traditional backscatter coefficient models proposed by Kulemin, Ulaby and some researchers else, inadequate work on exact models of runway and lawn has been report. Even little work in consideration of low grazing angle has been published. This paper has presented an improvement idea of Kulemin models by employing Ulaby's test data. As Kulemin's empirical models of scattering coefficient are simple but do not describe the real clutter well, LS fitting is utilized to modify the model parameters verified by Ulaby's test data, which does provide an available way to make clutter more precise in different terrains. Simulations show that the fitting MSE of two models are both less than -38dB when increases from 0.5647° to 2.9647°, which is objective and reasonable in FOD detection.
On this basis, we also anticipate collecting more test data from other complex conditions such as frozen and waterlogged runway. Moreover, it has great value to develop more exact models considering different polarizations. These would be investigated in our subsequent work.
